
February 25, 2022

Re: GSR Report for Groups and Next Action Steps re GSB

Dear Fellow GSRs and GSR Alternates:

We have had a number of inquiries that have come in asking whether the outgoing GSB
members have resigned and what our next action steps might be.

A letter was emailed on February 16, 2022, to the outgoing UA GSB by the GSR Committee,
WSC Planning Committee and the Incoming GSB Trustees and Officers. The letter informed the
Board that the Motion to Reorganize the UA GSB passed with a vote count of 52 in favor, 2
opposed and 2 abstentions. The letter also stated that a review of all of the past Minutes from
UA World Service Conferences was done, and this Motion received the highest vote count in
favor of a motion in UA World Service Conference history. This vote clearly represents the
majority group conscience of the UA Fellowship.

Status of Resignation

The February 16 letter asked the outgoing GSB Trustees to follow the provisions of the Motion
passed at the Special Convocation. The letter asked all outgoing GSB Trustees to send letters
of resignation and the GSB records to the Incoming GSB Chair, Jessica W, and Treasurer, Seth
C. The deadline for the GSB to provide letters of resignation and the GSB records is March 16,
2022.

On February 21, 2022, the Chair of the outgoing GSB sent out to the GSB’s distribution list the
Agenda for the GSB Meeting on February 27, 2022 (attached). In that Agenda there was no
mention of resignation, and there was mention of the GSB continuing recruiting efforts for
Trustees, GSB Secretary and a Meeting Registration Process Person.

Next Action Steps Regarding the GSB

1. Each GSR can make a report to their Group on the outcome of the February 12th
Special WSC Convocation. Here is a link to a suggested report on the Convocation.
We have also attached it as a PDF.

It appears that additional steps may need to be taken by the Groups and Members
to encourage the outgoing GSB Trustees to listen to the group conscience of the fellowship.

Here are a couple ideas that GSRs have suggested to us as additional action steps.

2. Can I ask the members of my group and my other UA friends who are in support of
the “Motion to Reorganize the UA GSB” to write letters directly to the GSB Trustees?

The answer is “yes.” The letter could be something as simple as the following letter:

Dear Outgoing GSB members:

I encourage the outgoing GSB to respect the group conscience of the
fellowship by following the provisions of the “Motion to Reorganize the UA

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MsXEwPREnLF09062JLIyuGX7VNweUcBqL1Hg8DRh71w/edit


GSB,” which was passed at the February 12 Special Convocation.  This
Motion calls for you to send your letters of resignation and provide all GSB
Records to the Incoming GSB Chair, Jessica W., and Treasurer, Seth C. by
March 16, 2022.

Sincerely in UA Service,

Your first name and last initial
Please send a bcc or cc to your GSR and to gsrcommittee4UA@gmail.com

Here are the email addresses of the outgoing GSB Trustees:

Clara T, GSB Chair and Webmaster: clarat@uagsb.org
Toni T, GSB Treasurer: tonit@uagsb.org
Rina R, GSB Vice-Chair: rinar@uagsb.org
John A: johna@uagsb.org>

3. Can my group change our 7th Tradition announcement in our meeting format so it
temporarily removes language until the situation is resolved with the GSB that
encourages members to donate to the UA GSB at the PayPal address listed on the UA
Website or the UA P.O. Box 1839, New York, NY 10163?

The answer again is “Yes.” Per the Fourth Tradition, each group is autonomous with
regard to its finances, and can make this decision per group conscience vote. The UA
Concept for World Service One states: “The ultimate responsibility and authority for
Underearners Anonymous World Services should always remain with the collective
conscience of our whole Fellowship as expressed through the UA groups.”1

The GSB’s January 2022 Treasury Report (attached) indicates that there is $34,203.48
in the GSB Savings Account and $2,700.61 in the GSB Checking Account. The GSB
expenses for January 2022 were $1,458.29, so it appears that the GSB has ample funds
to pay for expenses during this transition period.

This decision is up to individual UA groups and their members. The GSR Committee has
no opinion on the matter in accordance with the 4th Tradition.

If you have any questions, please reach out to us at gsrcommittee4ua@gmail.com.

Thank you so much for your service & participation,

George G, GSR Committee Chair
Fred A, GSR Committee Co-Chair
Debora G, GSR Committee Secretary
David O, GSR Committee Co-Secretary

1 Here is a pertinent quote from the Debtors Anonymous explanation of Concept One in their Service
Manual: “This Concept recognizes the fundamental fact that all authority in D.A. flows through the groups
and their members. As the Second Tradition recognizes, the ultimate authority in D.A. is a loving God as
expressed in our group conscience. The groups are the primary interpreters and discerners of the Higher
Power’s will for the future of D.A. They remain at the top of the “inverted triangle” which represents the
D.A. service structure. It is they who select the general service representatives (GSRs) and who create
the Intergroups represented by Intergroup service representatives (ISRs) who attend the annual World
Service Conference. The groups retain the power to discipline all elements of D.A. service through
their control of D.A.’s finances…” Debtors Anonymous Manual for Service 2021 Edition, p. 127.
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